
 
 

Instructions for exchanging for the new USHARK token 
 

To swap the old USH and USHA for our new USHARK tokens, a ticket must be opened via our 

ticket system. Tickets can be written in German or English. 

A ticket can be opened via the following link: 

https://ushark.org/tickets/ 

 

First Step 
Klick on the right corner “Shark Portal” and create a native wallet for the uShark Portal. 

 

  

https://ushark.org/tickets/


 
 

Then klick on “SIGN UP” and create a new account with your E-Mail address. 

 

Klick on the Menu an on “My Token Wallet” 

 



 
 

Here you can find your wallet address and you can copy it. 

 

 

After this you can go back to the ticket side. 

  



 
 

Second step 
To be able to create a ticket, click on “Create new ticket as guest”. (The login data from the 

presale portal will not work.) 

 

 

Then fill out the relevant fields on the ticket page. Importantly, the name and email address 

must be the one from the presale so that we can assign the data. 

 



 

 

1: First and Last Name 

2: E-mail address 

3: Subject 

4: Short description of what needs to be replaced. 

5: E-mail address with which the uShark Wallet was created 

6: Native uShark Wallet Adress (You create in the first step) 

7: Wallet address Tron Chain where you currently hold your USHA token. (Optional)  

8: Wallet address on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) for everyone who took part in the 

presale or still has USH there. (Optional) 

9: Number of tokens to be swap from USHA to USHARK. (Optional) 

10: Number of tokens to be swap from USH to USHARK. (Optional) 

11: Anyone who took part in the OTC deal must enter the transaction ID from the payment 

here. (Optional) 

12: Submit 

The fields marked with (*) are mandatory. 



 
 

Tickets are processed one by one by our support team. Processing time depends on the 

volume of tickets received. If you have any further questions, we will answer them 

accordingly via the ticket. (Check the spam folder every now and then). If all the information 

is correct, the ticket will be closed, and new token will usually be send within one week. 

 

Conditions for swap: 
 

• All tokens are exchanged 1:1 

• If the number of tokens exceeds 2 million, 2 million tokens will be paid out 

immediately and the rest will be paid out over 5 months at 20% per month. Example: 

You have 3 million tokens then you will receive 2 million immediately and 200,000 

tokens over 5 months. 

• All tokens purchased from December 11th, 2023, will not be recognized. 

• If attempts at fraud are discovered, we will reserve the right not to carry out an 

exchange. 

• We except only swaps till July 31st, 2024. After that swap are only possible as a Elite 

Club NFT holder. 

New additional rules since April 23, 2024:  
• Until June 30, 2024, it is still possible to exchange your tokens without an NFT. The only 

change is that the tokens will no longer be paid out immediately but will be locked until the 

end of 2024. If uShark then has sufficient liquidity to prevent a sell-off, the tokens will be paid 

out. This will be decided again by the DAO. 

• From July 1, 2024, only NFT holders (from Bronze level) will be able to exchange their tokens. 

• NFT holders will always receive their tokens paid out immediately. 

• The tokens that are still in vesting will also be initially frozen until the end of the year; NFT 

holders are exempt from this. 

Disclaimer: uShark assumes no liability for incorrect information provided, such as an 

incorrect wallet address. 

 

Our official links: 
 

Website: https://ushark.org 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/usharktokens 

https://ushark.org/
https://twitter.com/usharktokens


 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/usharkorg/ 

Telegram International: https://t.me/+-nxShu4fYqYzYmJh 

Telegram German: https://t.me/+4LTJc-g5-1Q4ZmFi 

Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/@USharkorg 
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